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"Not ever get tired of being so positive?com/The question shocked me, five years into my fight
with lung cancer. One copy will be for me, one for a friend that was newly identified as having
stage IV tumor, and one for my oncologist.. Dawn Doutrich, Ph. It had changed how I think. I
experienced grown. Not in spite of cancer, but due to it. Now I treasure every brand-new part
of the adventure, as I have learned to not only survive with lung cancers, but to thrive with
it.WHAT FOLKS ARE SAYING ABOUT SECOND WINDThis is one of the most thoughtful and useful
books I've go through, and certainly a must-read for anyone in medical professions.I'm going to
purchase three copies when it's published. Was just how I was thinking that international to how
other people think?. I loved reading this!!!The book is authentic and filled with take-aways.Over
another year, I came to understand that having cancer had changed a lot more than my own
body.D., RN, CNS Emeritus, Washington State University College of NursingSecond Wind is an
emotionally gripping tale of one person's dedication to thrive with a cancer tumor diagnosis.
He has clarity of thought and an even of introspection that bands true, and I believe
encapsulates the encounter many of my patients have. The building blocks to assure thriving
are all outlined.There is a rare intimacy mainly because Dann leads readers through his journey.
The reserve is hard to place down. As a survivor I found myself saying, "I sensed that, as well!"
Charlotte de Renne, Breasts Cancer SurvivorDann's heartfelt, sincere account of his cancer trip
touched me deeply. Understanding how to meet and acknowledge life with pleasure on life's
terms is no small job. His work can be inspirational and positive! THE TASK Exercises will help the
reader make a path for living your best existence. Beyond that, it really is an amazing
publication for any folks attempting to live consciously on this world. Was my enthusiasm about
remaining treatment plans so disheartening that also someone normally upbeat struggled to
start to see the hope in my situation? Ginny Hicks, Stage IV Survivor and AdvocateDann is an
extraordinary article writer. Each chapter provides coping equipment to be successful by
yourself trip. Sandip Patel, MD, Oncologist, UCSD Moores Cancers CenterThis reserve is
engaging, believed provoking and emotionally billed. I experienced many thoughts and
emotions as I switched each web page. From the plethora of feelings to managing
relationships, and from fighting the stigma to becoming your own healthcare advocate, the
writer displays us his roadmap.wordpress. Bill Hogan, Cancers CaregiverThis story is a very
great map for beating tumor. It is also a fantastic map for living an authentic, fulfilling and
loving existence. Anyone, with or without tumor, can reap the benefits of reading Second Wind.
Charles Dark brown, DC DABCN, Chiropractic NeurologistThis article writer invites you inside all
areas of his psychological, spiritual, and practical existence as he goes toe-to-toe with
cancer, and comes out successful. I laughed out loud several times! In a few of the very most
intimate ways, Dann reveals who he's. Linda Wolff, OTR, Occupational TherapistThis is an
uplifting read for anybody coping adversity of any kind. It's honest and relatable, and made
me assess my very own perspective on lifestyle. Lysa Buonanno, Lung Cancer Survivor,
Advocate, and Blogger at https: //lysabuonanno.I commend this article writer for sharing his trip
with truth." my niece blurted out 1 day.
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I love Dann's attitude and lifestyle As a Stage IV lung cancer tumor survivor I cannot say
enough concerning this book. This is a heartfelt book about Dann’s process learning and .
Strongly suggested! This is essential read book for any cancer patient, so filled with honesty,
hope and love. It really is a book for anyone who offers been touched by cancer or anyone
that wants to find out invaluable life lessons. I am sharing the book with my husband and 3
daughters and believe it will help them to even better understand the cancer journey and
remain positive and hopeful. I really like Dann's attitude and lifestyle, he is such an inspiration. A
wonderful read for anybody who has or understands someone fighting cancer Dann is a
phenomenal article writer and person, and his tale is one which sadly too many folks
knowledge directly or when supporting a loved one. He shares his issues, roadblocks and
approaches for coping with cancer and taking advantage of the possibilities that present
themselves in everyday lifestyle to live with integrity, learning how exactly to state what he
requirements from health professionals and friends and family as well. I thought the challenge
exercises by the end of every chapter were extremely relevant and a fantastic addition to the
book.. That is a valuable book for anyone struggling to come to terms with and take full
advantage of their lives despite a medical diagnosis of malignancy or any physical problem.
Christine Stephan, MA/OTR Great motivation to start living the life span you want today!
Composing this book was a genuine act of bravery. EXIST to the Fullest DESPITE HAVING
Cancer This is an excellent read! He's optimistic, but also reasonable and knows that is way
easier in theory! One of my favorite lines from the publication is usually: "Whereas before I was
a self-critical taskmaster who kept his nasal area to the grindstone, I am now a lot more of a
cheerleader who's always looking for new methods to support myself." We're able to all use a
little more self-love, and this book is a wonderful reminder of that. I highly recommend this
reserve to anyone who's searching for some tips about how to alter their perspective to live a
existence that's more good life they've constantly wanted. burst of positivity! It’s great
information besides inspirational. This book is certainly a burst of positivity and I am blown
away by Dann's philosphy on existence. I recommend this publication to anyone dealing with
cancer not only lung cancer. It really is a must-read for just about any malignancy survivor or
caregiver. That is a heartfelt book about Dann’s process learning and dealing with lung
cancer. I believe a person could find out a lot about themselves by completing them. He really
demonstrates how all of us, patients, loved ones, and clinicians are called to do our absolute
best to heal and be healed. Many thanks Dann. Inspiration and Hope For All Being a retired
Oncology Nurse Manager,I am moved by Dann’s book. Mainly though, I just really loved
reading Dann's anecdotes on what you can choose to "look on the bright side" of points. Dann
shows the importance of how trusting oneself can lead to new doors opening actually at the
last instant. Number two is a great support system. You owe it to yourself to soak in the love in
this story! It is a good resource for those identified as having cancer, and helps loved ones
better understand those with cancer, and how exactly to interact and support them. Though I
know you’ve created for people with cancer or lifestyle threatening illnesses and themselves
(and maybe for medical researchers), this is an incredible book for any folks attempting to live
consciously on earth. I have this idea that each resident and especially every oncology
resident/oncology doctor would have a collection of your books that they might make
available to folks recently diagnosed.! Of program every health professional needs to read
this! Understanding the resided knowledge, the narrative, the “rest of the story” is a means we
health professionals can learn to grow ourselves but can also provide linked supportive,
compassionate, and collaborative care. Thank you for this remarkable gift of you and your



process and for your transparent and honest self.I am luckily enough to have not personally
been diagnosed with cancer, but have observed a dear friend through cancer surgeries,
treatments, and appointments over a 13 season period and understand that attitude is
number one. Highly recommended! Anyone who has cancer or loves somebody with cancer
needs to read it. I really enjoyed the sections where he stresses being your own advocate for
your care. Great life lesson! Dann's message is relatable to any hardship faced in existence. I
want I had browse it 40 years back. I thoroughly enjoyed "Second Wind" and will make
reference to it when lifestyle presents me with a problem and I want an attitude check. Dawn
Doutrich Excellent book about cancer survivorship. His openness and honesty of his very own
fears speaks to so most of us whether we've cancer or not really. Dann has both covered.. This
is among the best books I have examine that shares the patient perspective on coping with
cancer, and has a positive energy that leaps out at you from its pages. Dann not only
embraces being a cancer survivor, he is an inspiration and information for us all in how exactly
to do it well and with purpose. Inspired me Loved this book. It is provides really good advice
for not only those who are coping with lung cancer but also for family members. His outlook is
normally inspirational. THE TRUE stuff about coping with Cancer I love the way this reserve is
organized. Wow! I browse it a few weeks ago and today just bought it for my kindle. Each
tumor patient has their tale though Dann has found some common and uncommon details that
link sufferers. Dann displays us the humorous side and by his example other ways to deal with a
significant matter. Dann bares his heart and soul in the expectations that his very own
revelations about letting proceed of control and perceptions of how items "ought to be" will
help others learn to do the same. Live and thrive I’ve laughed aloud and also cried a little
and felt my center opening while I go through. But even more it's a book to help everyone exist
to its fullest. It really is spot on that life is focused on love in spirituality and relationships,
gratitude in every things, making the most of each day, acceptance of what can't be
changed, preventing the negative when possible, and being even more tolerant and loving
toward others and their gaffes. Inspiring I came across this book very useful and inspiring. I've
lung cancer and this book has really opened my eye in so many methods. It is very realistic. I
am so pleased I then found out about this book. What a guy! Not really in a pushy way
however in a caring and supportive method. Highly recommended! Incredible. This book is filled
up with so many important and insightful lessons and nuggets of wisdom, and not just for all
those with cancer - but also for their family and friends, as well as just people trying to create
sense of how exactly to live lifestyle with a wholesome outlook. I have an identical outlook on
"lifestyle with cancer" and will relate with his journey on so many levels. Dann is a wonderful
writer and the publication differs from any I have ever read. Really good. This book is filled with
helpful tips, info and affirmations. You will feel better for it. Dann includes small exercises to
perform at the end of each chapter. Second Wind is an excellent book.
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